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REMARKS 
Force Unbalance will be in-phase and steady. Amplitude due to unbalance 
will increase by the square of speed below first rotor critical (8 3X speed 
increase = 9X higher vibration). 1 X RPM always present and normally 
dominates spectrum. Can be corrected by placement of only one balance 
correction weight in one plane at Rotor conter of gravity (CG) . Approx. cr 
phase difference should exist between 08 & 18 horizontals, as well as 
between 08 & 18 verticals. Also, approx. 90a phase d ifference between 
horizontal &. vertical readings usually occurs on each bearing of 
unbalanced rotor (~_3_0_")~' ___ _______ _____ _ _ __ -t 
Couple Unbalance results in 18()Q out-ot-phase motion on same shatto lX 
RPM always present and normally dominates spectrum_ Amplitude varies 
with square of increasing speed below first rotor critical speed . May cause 
high axial vibration as well as radial. Correction requires placement of 
balance weights in at least 2 planes. Note that approx. 180° phase 
difference should exist between 08 & 18 hOrizontals, as well as between 
08 & IB verticals. Also , epprox. a 900 difference between the horizontal & 
vertical phase readings on each bearing usually OccurS (± 30j 

Dynamic Unbalance is the dominant type of unbalance found and is a 
comb ination of both force and coup le unbalance. 1 X RPM dominates the 
spectrum, and truly requires 2 plane correction . Here, the radial phase 
diHerence between outboard and inboard bearings can range anywhere 
from 0° to 180°. However, the horizontal phase difference should closely 
match the vertical phase difference, when comparing outboard and inboard 
bearing measurements (z 30") . Secondarily, rt unbalance predominates, 
roughly a 90° phase difference usually results between the horizontal and 
vertical readings on each bearing (± 40") . 

Overhung Rotor Unbalance causes high 1 X RPM in both Axial and Radial 
direclions. Axial readings tend to be in-phase whereas radial phase 
readings might be unsteady. However, the horizontal phase differences will 
usually match the vertic a! phase differences on the unbalanced rotor 
(± 30"). Overhung rotors have both force and couple unbalance, each of 
which will likely require correction. Thus, correction weights will most 
always have to be placed in 2 planes to counteract both force and couple 
unbalance. 

Eccentricity occurs when center of rotation is offset from geometric 
centerline of a pulley, gear, bearing, motor armature, etc . Largest vibration 
occurs at 1 X RPM of eccentric component in a direction thru cenler1ines of 
the two rotors. Comparative horizontal and vertical phase readings usually 
differ either by O· or by 1 BO· (each of which indicate straight-line motion) 
Anempts to balance eccentric rotors often result in reducing vibration in 
one radial direction, but increasing it in the other radial direction 
(depending on amount of eccentricity). 

Bent shaft problems cause high axial vibration with axial phase diHerences 
tending towards 1 BOO on the same machine component Dominant 
vibration normally occurs al 1 X if bent near shaft center, but at 2X if bent 
near the coupling . (Be careful to account for transducer orientation for 
each axial measurement if you reverse probe direction.) Use dial indicators 
to confirm bent shaft. 

Angular Misalignment is characterized by high axial vibration, 180G 

out-of-phase across the coupling. Typically will have high axial vibration 
with both 1 X and 2X RPM . However, not unusual for either 1 X, 2X or 3X to 
dominate. These symptoms may also Indicate coupling problems as well. 
Severe angular misalignment may excite many 1 X RPM harmonics. unlike 
Mechanical Looseness Type 3, these multiple harmoniCs do nol typically 
have a raised noise floor on the spectra. 

Offset Misalignment has similar vibration symptoms to Angular, but shows 
high radial vibration which approaches 180° out-of-phase across coupling . 
2X often larger than 1 X. but its height relative to 1 X is often dictated by 
coupling type and construction. When either Angular or Radial 
Misalignment becomes severe, they can generate either high amplitude 
peaks at much higher harmonics (4X-8X) . or even a whole series of high 
frequency harmonics similar in appearance to mechanical looseness. 
Coupling type and material will of1en greatly influence the entire spectrum 
when misalignment is severo. Does not typically have raised noise floor. 

Cocked Bearing will generate considerable axial vibration . Will cause 
TWis1ing Motion with approximately 180Q phase shift top to bonom andior 
side to side as measured in axial direction on same bearing housing . 
Anempts to align coupling or balanco the rotor will not alleviato problem . 
Bearing usually must be removed and correct ly installed . 

Resonance occurs when a Forcing Frequency coincides with a System 
Na1Ural Frequency, and can cause dramatic amplitude amplification , which 
might result in premature, or even catastrophic failure. This may be a 
natural frequency of Ihe rotor, but can often originate from suppor1 framc. 
foundation, gearbox or even drive bolts. It a rotor IS at or near resonance, It 
can be almost impossible to balance due to the great phase shih il 
experiences (90° at resonanc e; near1y 1BO° when passes Ihru). Often 
requires changing natural frequency to a higher or lower frequoncy. Natu ra l 
Frequencies do not generally change w ith a change in speed which helps 
fac ilitate their identification (unless on a large plain bearing machine or on a 
rotor wh ich has significant overhang) . 
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PROBLEM 
SOURCE 
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Cr RADIAL 

REMARKS 
Mechanical Looseness is indicated by either Type A, B or C vibration 
spectra. 
Type A is caused by Structural looseness/weakness of machine feet, 
baseplate or foundation; also by deteriorated grouting, loose hold-down 
bolts at the base; and distortion of the frame or base (i.e., soft foot) . Phase 
analysis may reveal approx. 90° to 1800 phase difference between vef1K:al 
measurements on bolt, machine foot baseplate or base itself. 
Type B is generally caused by loose pillowblock bolts, cracks in frame 
structure or in bearing pedestal. 
Type C is normally generated by improper tit between component parts 
which will cause many harmonics due to nonlinear response of loose parts 
to dynamic forces from rotor. Causes a truncation of time waveform and a 
raised noise floor in the spectrum. Type C is often caused by a bearing liner 
loose in its cap. a bearing loose and turning on its shaft, excessjve 
clearance in either a sleeve or rolling element bearing, a loose impeller on a 
shaft, elc _ Type C Phase is often unstable and may vary widely from one 
measurement 10 next, particular1y if rotor shifts position on shaft from one 
startup to next. Mechanical Looseness is often highly directional and may 
cause very different read ings when comparing levels at 300 increments in 
radial direction all the way around one bearing housing . Also, note that 
looseness wil1 often cause subharmonic multiples at exaclly 1/2 or 1I3X 
RPM (.5X. 1.5X. 2.5X. elc.). 

Rotor Rub p reduces similar spectra to Mechanical Looseness when 
rotating parts contact stationary components. Rub may be either partial or 
throughout Ihe entire shaft revolution . Usually generates a series of 
frequencies, often eX,citing one or more resonances. Often excites integer 
fraCiion sub harmonics of running speed (1/2. 113. 1/4. 1/5 .. .. 1/n). 
depending on location of rotor natural frequencies. Rotor rub can e)(c ite 
many high frequencies (similar to wide-band noise when chalk is drug 
along a blackboard) . It can be very serious and of short duration if caused 
by shaft contacting bearing babbitt. A full annular rub throughout an entire 
shaft revolution can induce "reverse precession- with the rotor whirling at 
critical speed in a direction opPosite shaft rotation (inherently unstable 
which can lead to catastrophic failure). 

laner stages of joumal bearing wear are normally evidenced by presence 
of whole series of running speed harmonics (up to 10 or 20) . Wiped 
journal bearings often will allow high verticaJ amplitudes compared to 
hOrizontal, but, may show only one pronounced peak at 1 X RPM. Joumal 
bearings with e)(cessive clearance may allow a min Of unbalance and/of 
misalignment to cause high vibration which W9uld be much lower if 
bearing clearances were set to spec. 

Oil Whirl instability occurs at .40 •. 48X RPM and is often quite severe. 
Considered e)(cessive when amplitude exceeds 40'%. of bearing 
clearances. Oil Whirl is an oil film excited vibration where deviations in 
normal operating conditions (anitude angle and eccentricity ratiO) cause 011 

wedge to ''push '' shaft around within bearing . Destabilizing torce in 
direction of rotation fesults in a whirl (Of forwards precession). Oil VoIhirl is 
unstable since it increases centrifugal forces which increase whirl forces. 
Can cause oil to no longer support shaft and can become unstable when 
whirl frequency COincides with a rotor natural frequency. Changes in oil 
viscosity, lube pressure and external pre/oads can affect oil whirl . 

C.OILWHIP 
INSTABILITY 

OIL WMI' MASS UNIlAWICE AsptIC"nwp Oil 'Nhip may occur if machine operated at or above 2X rotor critical 
~ Oi~tf. frequency. When rotor brought up to twice cril~al speed, whirl will be very 
::::::~::;;t close to rolor critical and may cause excessive vibration that oil film may 
."..,,~ no longer be capable of supporting . Whirl speed w.1I actually "ock onto" 

fIIOTO'U..eED= hu 2Xcti~. rotor crit ical and this peak will not pass through it even if machine is 

CRJTlCAl SPEED 
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brought to higher and highef speeds. Produces a lateral forward 
precessional sub harmonic vibration at rotOf critical frequency. Inherently 
unstable which can lead to cata.strophic failure. 

4 ROLUNG ELEMENT BEARING FAILURE STAGES 

STAGE 1: Earliest indications of bearing problems appeaf in ultrasonic 
frequencies rang ing from about 250,000 • 350,000 Hz; latef, as wear 
increases. usually drops 10 approximalely 20.000 - 60,000 Hz (1.200.000 -
3.600.000 CPM) . These are trequencies evaluated by Spike Energy (gSE). 
HFD(g) and Shock Pulse (dB). For example. spike energy may firsl 
appear al aboul .25 gSE in Stage 1 (actual value depending on 
measurement location and machine speed). Acquiring high frequency 
enveloped spectra confirms whether or not bearing is in Failure Stage 1. 

STAGE 2: Slighl bearing defects begin 10 "ring" bearing component 
natural frequencies {tl which predominantly occur in 30K . 120K CPM 
range. Such nalural frequencies may also be resonances of bearing 
support structures. Sideband frequencies appear above and below 
natural frequency peak at end of Stage 2 . Overall spike energy grows (for 
example. from .2510 .50 gSE) . 

STAGE 3: Bearing defect frequencies and harmonics appear. When wear 
progresses, more defect frequency harmonics appear and number of 
sidebands grow, both around lhese and bearing component natural 
lrequencies . Overall spike energy continues to increase (for example, 
from ~5 to over 1 gSE) . Wear is now usually visible and may extend 
throughout periphery of bearing, particularly when many well formed 
sidebands accompany bearing delect frequency harmonics. High 
frequency demodulated and enveloped spectra help confirm Stage ilL 
Replace bearings now/ (Independent of bearing defect Irequency 
IImplitudes In llibntllon spec/nl). 

STAGE 4: Towa.rds the end, amplitude of 1X RPM is even effected. II 
grows. and normally causes growth of many running speed harmonics 
Ofscrete bearing defect and component natural frequencies actually begin 
fo "disappea .... and arc replaced by random, broadband high frequency 
"naiso floor". In addition, amplitudes of both high frequency noise 1I00r 
and spike energy may in fact decrease; but just prior to failure, spike 
energy and HFO will usually grow to e)(cessive amplitudes. 
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lYPICAL 
SPECTRUM REMARKS 

HYDRAULIC AND 
AERODYNAMIC FORCES 

Blade Pass Frequency (BPF) = No. of Blades (or Vanes) X RPM. This 
frequency is inherent in pumps, fans and compressors, and normally does 
not prasent a problem. However, large amplitude BPF (and harmonics) 
can be generated in pump if gap between (otating vanes and stationary 
diffusers is nol equal all the way around Also, BPF (or harmonic) 
sometimes can coincide with a system natural frequency causing high 
vibration. High BPF can be generated if impeller wear ring soizes on shaft, 
or it welds fastening diffuser vanes fail. Also, high BPF can be caused by 
abrupt bends in pipe (or duct). obstructions which disturb flow, damper 
settings or if pump or fan rotor is positioned eccentrically within housing . 

2BPF 

A. BLADE PASS & 
VANE PASS ili~':::"" 

RANDOM 

B. FLOW 
TURBULENCE l(LBRA~nON BPF~ BLADEOR 

1 X BPF VANE PASS 
FF/EQUBVCY 

Row Turbulence often occurs in blowers due to variations in pressure 
or velocity of the air passing thru the fan or connected ductwork. This flow 
disruption causes turbulonce which will generate random, low frequency 
vibration, typically in the range of 50 to 2000 CPM. If surging occurs 
within a compressor, random broadband high frequency vibration can 
occur. Excessive turbulence can also excite broadband high frequency. 

Cavitation normally generates random, higher frequency broadband 
energy which is sometimes superimposed with blade pass frequency 
harmonics. Normally indicates insufficient suction pressure (starvahon). 
Cavitation can be quite destructive to pump intemals if left uncorrected . 11 
can particularty erode impeller vanes. When present, it often sounds as it 
"gravel" is passing thru pump . Cavnation is usually caused by insufficient 
inlet flow. Can occur during one survey, and be absent the next survey ( if 
changes in suction vaNe settings are made) . 

C. CAVITATION 

GEARS 

A. NORMAL 
SPECTRUM 

B. TOOTH WEAR 

51T1\\ /26T 
~ 

C. TOOTH LOAD 

RANDOM HIGH 
FREQ. VIBRATION 

A:BI~~~O~ 

3GMF 

3.25XGMF 

3.25XGMF 

3.25X GMF 

Normal Spectrum shows Gear & Pinion Speeds, along with Gear Mesh 
Frequency (GMF) and very small GMF hannonics. GMF harmonics 
commonly will have running speed sidebands around them. All peaks are 
of low amplitude, and no natural frequencies of gears are excited . FMA)( 

recomended at 3.2SX GMF (minimum) when # teeth are known. If tooth 
count is not known. se1 FMAJ( 8t 200X RPM on each shaft. 

Key indicator of Tooth Wear is excitation of Gear Natural Frequency ('1'1). 
along with sidebands around it spaced at the running speed of the bad 
gear. Gear Mesh Frequency (GMF) mayor may not change in amplitude, 
although high amplitude sidebands and number of sidebands surrounding 
GMF usually occur when wear is noticeable. Sidebands may be better 
wear indicator than GMF frequencies themselves. Also, high amplitudes 
commonly occur at erthar 2XGMF or at 3XGMF (esp. 3XGMF), even when 
GMF amplitude is acceptable. 

Gear Mesh Frequencies are often very sensitive to load . High GMF 
amplitudes do not necessarily indicate a problem, particularty if 
sideband frequencies remain low level, and no gear naturru frequencies 
arc excited . Each AnalySis should be performed with system at 
maximum operating load for meaningful spectral comparisons. 

D. GEAR ECCENTRICITY Fsirty high amplitude sidebands around GMF harmonics often suggest 
gear eccentricity, backlash, or non-parallel shafts which allow the rotation 
of one gear to "mOdulate" either the GMF amplitude or the running speed 
of the other gear. The gear with the problem is indicated by the spacing of 
the sideband frequencies.Also , 1 X RPM level of eccentric gear will 
normally be high if eccentricity is the dominant problem. Improper 
backlash normally excites GMF harmonics and Gear Natural Frequency. 
bolh of which will be sidebanded al 1 X RPM. GMF amplitudes will often 
decrease with increasing load if backlash is the problem. 

AND BACKLASH ffi 
~~ 

E. GEAR 
MISALIGNMENT 

F. CRACKED/BROKEN 
TOOTH 

z 
IL 

3.25X GMF 

~ 3.25XGMF 

Gear Misalignment almost always excites second order or higher GMF 
harmonics which are sidebanded at running speed. Often will show only 
small amplilude 1 X GMF, bu1 much higher levels al 2X or 3X GMF. 
Important to set FMA,X high enough to capture at least 3 GMF harmonics. 

A1s. , sidebands around 2XGMF ",ill ohen be spaced al 2X RPM . Note that 
sideband 8mpjitudes cften are not, equal' on leh and right sido of GMF and 
GMF harmonics due to the tooth misari "ment. Causes unUY&f1 wear panem. 

~ nME this gear only in fhe lime wa\lleform, p,lus it 'Nt. excite gear natural +++++ A Cracked or Broken Toolh will generate 8 high ","plilude 81 1 X RPM of 

~ ~ Waveform which will show a pronounced spike every time the problem 
C!l C!l I",: I "A-I"A-I"A-I toolh lries to mesh with teelh on the mating gear. Time between impacts 
>< I OF GEAR WITH aROKEN (A) will correspond 10 l/RPM of gear with Ihe problem. Ampliludes of to.. _C WAVEFDAM frequency (f,,) aidebande<! al its running speed. "is best detecled in Time 

- I AAA A . ~ii1 OR CRACI<EOTQOTH Impact Spikes in Time Wavefonn ohen will be tOX to 20X higher Ihan Ihal 
_______ . _____________________________________________ -.,-__________ ~a~t ~I X~RPM~~in~l~h~e~F~FT! ______________________________________ i 
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PHASE PROBLEMS 
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§ ~ ~ 

GAPf;: :KlOO CPM *' O.20X GMF (FAACnONAL GMF) 

H. HUNTING TOOTH 
PROBLEMS 

7 6 

6~ lX2X3} 
7~ 1X7 N.=I 

NA = 1 is the ideal assembly 

phase fac tor in gear design 

f _(6Xl000)(l)_ 1000 _ H, (6)(7) - 7 - 143 CPM (One Pulse Per 7 Pinion Revolulions) 

0 

§ 
"' .. 

GMF 

Gear Assembly Phase Freq . (GAPF) can result in Fractional Gear Mesh 
Frequencies (if NA.> 1) . It literally means (TdN.J gear teem will contact 
(T ~NA) pinion teeth and will generate NA wear pattems, where NA. in a given 
tooth comb ination equals the product of prime factors common to the 
number of teeth on the gear and pinion (NA = Assembly Phase Factor) . 
GAPF (or harmontcs) can show up right from the beginning jf there were 
manufacturing problems. Also, 'ils .sudden appearance in a periodiC survey 
spectrum can indicate damage it contaminate ,particles pass through the 
mesh, resulting in damage to the teeth in mesh at the time of ingestion just 
as they enter and leave meshing or that gears have becn reoriented . 

Hunting Tooth Frequency (t,) occurs whon faults are present on both the 
gear and pinion which might have occurred during the manufacturing 
process, due to mlshandhng, or in the held . 11 can cause quite high 
vibration , but since It occurs at low frequencies predominately less than 
600 CPM, it is ohen missed . A gear set with this tooth repeat problem 
normally emits a ·'growllng" sound from the drive . The maximum effect 
occurs when the faulty pinion and gear teeth both enter mesh at the same 
time (on some drives, this may occur only 1 of every 10 to 20 revolutions, 
depending on the t,,, formula) . Note that T ... .wI and T-. .. ,.. referto number at 
teeth on the gear and pinion, respectively. NA is the Assembly Phase Factor 

defined above. Will ohen modulate both GMF and Gear RPM peaks . 
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TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATED VIBRATION DIAGNOSTIC CHART 
PROBLEM 
SOURCE 

TYPICAL 
SPECTRUM 

GEARS (CONTINUED) 

I. LOOSE BEARING FIT 

Vl 
<.) 

Z 
:;0 
n.:; a: a: 
X« _I 

AC INDUCTION MOTORS 
A. STATOR ECCENTRICITY, 

SHORTED LAMINATIONS 
OR LOOSE IRON 

B. ECCENTRIC ROTOR 
(Variable Air Gap) 

F, = Electrical Line Freq . 
N, = Synch. Speed ~ 120F, 

P 
F, = Slip Freq . = N, - RPM 
F, = Pole Pass Freq . = F, X P 
P = # Poles 

C. ROTOR PROBLEMS 

Rotor 

2 Pole Motor 

D. PHASING PROBLEM 
(Loose Connector) 

AC SYNCHRONOUS 
MOTORS 

(Loose Stator Coils) 

DC MOTORS AND 
CONTROLS 

A. NORMAL SPECTRUM 

B. BROKEN ARMATURE 
WINDINGS, GROUNDING 
PROBLEMS OR FAULTY 
SYSTEM TUNING 

C. FAULTY FIRING CARD 
OR BLOWN FUSE 

D. FAULTY SCR, SHORTED 
CONTROL CARD, LOOSE 
CONNECTIONS AND/OR 
BLOWN FUSE 

E. FAULTY COMPARITOR 
CARD 

3GMF 

3200 LINE FIT 

RADIAL 
2Ft FL~ LINE FAEQ. 

12KCPM 

3200 LINE FFT 

RADIAL 
2FL 

Fp SIDEBANDS 
AROUND2FL 

12t(CPM 

RADIAL 3200 LINE FFT 

F", S10EBA.'IIOS AROUND OPER SPEED HAAMONtCS 

IX 

RADIAL 

4X 

1600 LlNEFFT 

COIL PASS FREO. 

tXAPM 
SIDEBANDS 

SCAFREO. 

SCR 
FREO. 

SCA 
FREO. 

SCR 
FREO. 

SIDEBANDS Ltt(ElV EQUAL 
10 SPEEP VAAlA TIONS 

3200 LINE SPECTruM SCAFAEQ. 

REMARKS 

Excessive Clearance of bearings supporting the gears can not only excite 
many running speed harmonics, but will often cause high amplitude 
response al GMF, 2GMF andlor 3GMF These high GMF amplitudes are 
actually a response to, and not the cause of, looseness within the bearings 
supporting the gearing. Such excessive clearance can be caused either 
by extensive bearing wear 0 r by improper bearing fit onto the journal 
during installation . Left uncorrected, it can cause excessive gear wear and 
damage 10 other components . 

Stator problems generate high vibration at 2X line frequency (2FJ . Stator 
eccentricity produces uneven stationary air gap between rotor and stator 
which produces very directional vibration. Differential Air Gap should not 
exceed 5% for induction motors and 10% for synchronous motors. Soft 
foot and warped bases can produce an eccentric stator. Loose iron is due 
to stator support weakness or looseness. Shorted stator laminations can 
cause uneven , localized heating which can distort the stator itself. This 
produces thermally-induced vibration which can significantly grow with 
operating time causing stator distortion and static air gap problems. 

Eccentric Rotors produce a rotating variable air gap between the rotor and 
stator which induces pulsating vibration (normally between 2Fl and closest 
running speed harmonic) . Often requires "zoom- spectrum to separate 2F~ 

and running speed harmonic . Eccentric rotors generate 2F~ surrounded by 
Pole Pass frequency sidebands (F,,) , as well as Fp sidebands around 
running speed. Fp appears itself at low frequency (Pole Pass Frequency = 
Slip Frequency X #I Poles). Common values of F" range from about 20 to 
120 CPM (0.3 - 2.0 Hz) . Soft foot or misalignment often induces a variable 
air gap due to distortion (actually a mechanical problem; not electrical) . 

Broken or Cracked rotor bars or shorting rings; bad joints between rotor 
bars and shorting rings; or Shorted rotor laminations will produce high 1 X 
running speed vibration with pole pass frequency sidebands (Fp). In 
addition, these problems will often generate F .. sidebands around the 
second, third, fourth and fifth running speed harmonics. Loose or open 
rotor bars are indicated by 2X line freq. (2FJ sidebands surrounding Rotor 
Bar Pass Frequency (RBPF) and/or its hannonics (RBPF ~ Number of 
Bars X APM). Often will cause high levels at 2X ABPF, with only a small 
amplitude at 1 X R8PF. Electrically induced arcing between loose rotor 
bars and end rings will often show high levels at 2X R8PF (with 2Fl 
sidebands); but linle or no increase in amplitudes at 1 X RBPF. 

PhaSing problems due to loose or broken connectors can cause excessive 
vibration at 2X Une Freq . (2F J which will have sidebands around it spaced 
at 1/3 [jne Freq . (1/3 FJ. Levels at 2F, can exceed 1.0 in/sec if left 
uncorrected . This is particularly a problem if the defective connector is only 
sporadically making contact. Loose or broken connectors must be repaired 
to prevent catastrophic failure . 

Loose stator coil s in synchronous motors will generate fainy high vibration 
at Coil Pass Freq. (CPF) which equals the number of stator coils X RPM 
(# Stator Coils ~ # Poles X # Coils/Pole) . The Coil Pass Frequency will be 
surrounded by lX· RPM sidebands. Synchronous molar pfOblems may 
also be indicated by high amplitude peaks at approx. 60,000 to 90,000 
CPM, accompanied by 2F, sidebands. Take at least one spectrum up to 
90,000 CPM On each motor bearing housing. 

Many DC Motor and Control Problems can be detected by vibration 
analysis. Full-wave rectified , motors (6 SCA's) generate a signal at 6X 
[jne Frequency {6F,. 360 Hz. 21 ,600 CPM); while half-wave reclified DC 

motors (3 SCA's) generate 3X Line Freq. (3FL ~ 160 Hz~ 10,800 CPM). The 

SCR firing Frequency is normally present in a DC Motor Spectrum, but at 
low amplitude. Note Ihe absence 0' other peaks at multiples of FL' 

When OC Motor spectra are dominated by high levels at SCA or 2X SCA, 
this normally .indicates either Broken Motor Windings or Faulty Tuning of 
the Electrical Control System. Proper luning alone can lower vibration at 
SCR and 2X SCA signifICantly if control problems predominate. High 
amplitudes at these frequencies would normally be above approximately 
.10 in/sec, peak at 1 X SCA and about .04 in/sec at 2 X SCA Aring Freq . 

When one firing card fails to fife , then 113 of power is lost, and can cause 
repeated momentary speec; changes In the motor. This cao lead to hlg.h 
amplitudes at 1/3X and 213X SCA Frequency (1/3X SCA Freq . ~ 1 X FL for 
half-wave rectified, but 2X Fl for a full-wave rectified SCR) . 

Caution: CardlSCA configurafion should be known before troubleshooting 
motor (# SCA's, • Firin CardS, etc.). 

Faulty SCRs, Shorted Control Cards andlor Loose Connections can 
generate noticeable 3.mpHtuOe peaks at many combinations 01 line 
frequency (FL) and SCR finng freQuency. Nonnally, 1 bad SCA can cause 

high levels at FL and/or 5Fl In S SCR motors . The point to be made IS 

fhal neither 'FL, 2Fl > 4FL nor 5FL should be present in DC Motor spectra. 

Faulty Comparitor Cards cause problems with RPM fluctuation or 
'''unhng ~. This Causes a constant collapsing ana regenerating of the 
magnetic '·ield. These sidebands often approximate the RPM fluctuation 
and require a high' rcsokJlion FFT to even detect them. Such sidebands 

_ ________ _____ __ -':~~====~~;::::;::~~~~----=-CO=-u:::l::::d-=a::ISO=-b::e:::d::.ue::...::to~g::.en~e:::r::.a:::tio::n.:..:::::and regeneration of the magne1ic field . 
DI FFERENCc FAEO\£NCIES 

NORMAu.v EQUAl 9PFD 
IF FllfTlNG IS PfESENT 

F. ELECTRICAL CURRENT 
PASSAGE THRU DC 
MOTOR BEARINGS 
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1600 LINE 
SPECTRUM I~I 

tSOKCI'M 

Electricalty-induced Ruting is norma"~ detected by 8 series of difference 
frequencies with the spacing most often at the outer race defect frequency 
(BPFO), even if such Ruting is present on both the outer and inner races. 
They most often show up in a range centered at about 100,000 to 150,000 
CPM. A l80K CPM spectrum with 1600 lines is recommended for 
detection with measurements on both the OB and IB DC motor bearings. 
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TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATED VIBRATION DIAGNOSTIC CHART 
PROBLEM 
SOURCE 

BELT DRIVE PROBLEMS 
A. WORN, LOOSE OR 

MISMATCHED BELTS 
VERT. 

HORIZ. 

B. BELT/PULLEY 
MISAUGNMENT 

?oFF 1fF.IGEON 1?'ANGLE 

• SET ~OE "" 

C. ECCENTRIC PULLEYS 

e~ 
D. BELT RESONANCE 

0It5. ~ +] 
BEAT VIBRATION 

TWO FREQUENC ES I .-
1 BO· OUT OF PHASE 

SIMPLE 1WO 
HARM 
MO 
OIFFE 
mE 

ONIC 
ifIQNSOF 

F£NT 
DUENCY 

F ,AND F, 

'J " , .' , 
, ' " 

\': ~:: , " " 

" 

TYPICAL 
SPECTRUM 

,~ 

" " 

: 
" 

RADIAL IN UNE 
WITH BELTS 

PITCH DIAM, X RPM, ~ PITCH DIAM, X RPM, 

AXIAL 1 X DRIVER OR DRIVEN 

RADIAL IX RPM 

- TWO FREQUENCIES 
INPKASe 

[: 
. \~ : 

: .: ," " 
: ' ~ ;" 

:j " ; " 

FB= F2 - F1 = BEAT FREQUENCY 
BEAT FREQUENCY 
GENERATED BY 
TWO FREQUENCIES 
ABOVE 

MINIMUM VIBRATION 
OCCURS WHEN 2 
FREQUENCIES ARE 
1 BO· OUT OF PHASE 

SOFT FOOT, SPRUNG 
FOOT AND FOOT-RELATED 
RESONANCE 

" / 

/ \ 

MAXIMUM VIBRATION OCCURS 
WHEN 2 FREQUENCIES ARE 

IN PHASE 

REMARKS 

BELT FRED .• 3.142 X PUU£Y RPM X PITCH DIAM. 
BELT LENGTH 

TIMING BELT FRED .• BELT FRED. X' BELT TEETH 
= PUU£Y RPM X • PULLEY TEETH 

Belt frequencies are below the RPM of either the motor or the driven 
machine. 'Nhen they are worn, loose or mismatched, they normally cause 
310 4 muijiples of belt frequency. Often 2X belt freq. is the dominant peak. 
Amplitudes are normally unsteady, sometimes pulSing with either driver or 
driven RPM. On timing belt drives. wear or pulley misalignment is 
indicated by high amplitudes at the liming Belt Frequency. Chain drives 
will indicate problems at Chain Pass Frequency which equals If Sprocket 
Teeth X RPM. 

Misalignment of pulley produces high vibration at IX RPM predominantly 
in the axial direction. The ratio of amplitudes of driver to driven RPM 
depends on where the data is taken, as well as on relative mass and frame 
stiffness. Often with pulley misalignment, the highest axial vibration on the 
motor will be at fan RPM, or vice versa. Can be confirmed by phase 
measurements by setting Phase Filter at RPM of pulley with higheSl axial 
amplitude; then compare phase at this panicular frequency on each rotor 
in the axial direction. 

Eccentnc pulleys cause high vibration at 1 X RPM 01 the eccentric pulley. 
The amplitude is normally highest in line with the belts, and should show 
up on both driver and driven bearings. tt is sometimes possible to balance 
eccentric pulleys by attaching washers to taper-tock bolts. However, even 
n baJanced, the eccentricrty will still induce vibration and reversible fatigue 
Slresses in the belt. Pulley eccentricity can be confirmed by phase 
analysis showing horizontal & venical phase differences of near1y 0° or 
180". 

Belt Resonance can cause high amplitudes if the belt natural frequency 
should happen to approach, or coincide with, either the motor or driven 
RPM. Belt natural frequency can be altered by changing either the belt 
tension, bett length or cross section. Can be detected by tenSioning and 
then releasing belt while measuring the response on pulleys or bearings. 
However, when operating, belt natural frequencies will lend to be slightly 
higher on the tight side and lower on the slack side. 

A Beat Frequency is the result of two closely spaced frequencies going 
into and out of synchronization with one another. The wideband spectrum 
normally will show one peak pulsating up and down. When you zoom into 
this peak (lower speclrum below), it actually shows two closely spaced 
peaks. The difference in these two peaks (F,-F,) is the beat frequency 
which appears itself in the wideband spectrum. The beat frequency is not 
commonly seen in normal frequency range measurements since it is 
inherently low frequency, usually ranging from only approximately 5 to 100 
CPM. 

Maximum vibration will result when the time waveform of one frequency 
(F,) comes into phase with the waveform of the other frequency (F,). 

Minimum vibration occurs when waveforms of these two frequencies line 
up lBO"out of phase. 

LPULSATlNG 
~ _. AMPLITUDES 

WlDEBAND SPECTRUM 

b. = BEAT FREQUENCY 

ZOOM SPECTRUM 

'Soft Foot·occurs when a machine's foot or frame denects greatly when a 
hold-down bolt is loosened to hand tightness, causing the foot to rise 
more than approximately .002 - .003 inch. This does not always cause a 
great vibration increase. However, it can do so if the soft foot affects 
alignment or motor air gap concentricity. 

'Sprong Foot· can cause great frame distortion, resulting in increased 
vibration, fon:e and stress in the frame, bearing housing, etc . This can 
occur when a hold-down bolt is forceably torqued down on the sprung 
foot in an attempt to level the fOOl. 
"Foot--Relllfed ResofUlnce"can cause dramatic amplilude increases from 
5X to 15X or more, as compared with that when the bolt (or combination at 
bolts) is loosened to hand tightness. When tight, this bolt can notably 
change the natural frequency of the loot or machine frame itself. 

Soft Foot, Sprung Foot or Foot-Related Resonance most often affects 
vibration at IX RPM, but can also do so at 2X RPM, 3X RPM, 2X line 
frequency, blade pass frequency, etc. (panicular1y Foot-Related 
Resonance) . 
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